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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

4.1  Events are Experienced by Pip 

4.1.1 Exposition 

 In the exposition consists of three events. Those events are Pip 

meets the convict, Pip is brought by his sister (Mrs. Joe) and her 

husband (Mr. Joe) and Pip meets Estella at the first time. 

”Hold your noise!” cried a terrible voice, as a man 
started up from among the graves at the sides of the 
church porch. A fearful man, all in coarse grey, with a 
great iron on his leg.(1861:5, chapter 1)  

”who d’ye live with-supposin’ you’re kindly let to live, 
which I han’t made up my mind about? ” My  sister, sir 
– Mrs. Joe Gargery – wife of Joe Gargery, the 
blacksmith, sir.”(1861:7,chapter 1) 

“Let me see you play cards with this boy.” 

“With this boy! Why, he is a common laboring-
boy!”(1861:57,chapter 8) 
 
 

 I put those events part of exposition because, firstly, the event 

introduces about Pip’s background, secondly it also introduces other 

characters who have significant role and gives important effects till 

the story end. They are the conflict (Magwitch), Mr. Joe, Mrs. Joe, 

Estella and Miss Havisham. Thirdly, the event is describing the setting 

where the story begins. At last, the events introduce the conflicts that 

are experience by Pip. It means that events and conflicts in the 

exposition will lead the reader to imagine what events in the 
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exposition will give us curiosity what will happen to the major 

character next after it. 

a. Pip meets the convict 

When story begins, Pip introduces himself and describes an image 

of himself as a boy. He is standing alone and crying in a churchyard. He 

is staring at the gravestones of his parents and his other siblings. 

Suddenly, he is accosted by a frightening looking convict, who escapes 

from the prison. The convict asks Pip to give him food and remove a 

file on his shackles. 

My father’s family name being Pirrip, and my Christian 
neme Philip, my infant tongue could make of both 
nemes nothing longer or more explicit than Pip. As I 
never saw my father or my mother, and never saw any 
likeness of either of them...”Hold your noise!” cried a 
terrible voice, as a man started up from among the 
graves at the sides of the church porch. A fearful man, 
all in coarse grey, with a great iron on his 
leg...”Blacksmith, eh?” said he. And looked down at his 
leg.”You get me a file . And you get me wittless”.. “ I 
said that I would get him the file, and I would get him 
what broken bits of food I could, and I would come to 
him at the Battery, early in the morning.(1861:5-8, 
chapter 1)  
 

  The quotation above shows that in that event Pip is described as a 

little boy whose his parents and siblings die. When he visits their 

graves, he meets a fearful man with a great iron on his leg. He is a 

convict who escapes from the prison. The convict demands Pip’s help 

by wanting the food and a file to remove his shackles. Pip agrees to 

meet the convict early morning. This event suggests that Pip is caring 

by giving some food and getting a file to remove an iron on his leg. 
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b. Pip is brought up by his sister Mrs. Joe and her husband Mr. 

Joe 

 Pip lives in a marsh country which is a quite separate place from 

the rest of England. Pip is an orphan because his parents and other 

siblings die, so he is brought up by his sister Mrs. Joe and Mr. Joe. Mr. 

Joe is a kind person but his sister is a cruel person, so Mr. Joe who 

shows love and affection to Pip. Pip’s family is a common one. They do 

not have a great of money.  

“Ours was the marsh country, down the river, within, as 
the river wound, twenty miles of the sea... ..”who d’ye 
live with-supposin’ you’re kindly let to live, which I 
han’t made up my mind about? ” My  sister, sir – Mrs. 
Joe Gargery – wife of Joe Gargery, the blacksmith, 
sir.”My sister, Mrs. Joe Gargery, was more than twenty 
years older than I,.....she had brought me up by hand. 
She made a grab at Tickler, and she Ram-paged out.Joe 
was a mild, good natured,sweet – tempered,....”(1861:2-
9,chapter 1&2). 

“When I was old enough, I was to be apprenticed to Joe, 
and until I could assume that...I was favoured with the 
employment”.(1861:41, chapter1) 

 
 In that event above Pip experiences external conflict; his sister is 

brought him up by hand. Mrs. Joe is a hard woman because she is 

verbally and physically abusive to Pip. She uses a tickler to beat Pip. It 

is a piece of cane that will really hurt him. Pip’ family is a common one 

and they do not have a great of money. So, Pip always works at the 

forge as a blacksmith to help Joe and his life is surrounded with 

simplicity. He is humble and does not care at all about what class he is 

in. His goal is only to be apprenticed as a blacksmith with his friend and 
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Joe. It is only through a progressive life hidden by unfilled ambition. It 

suggests that Pip is unambitious. 

c. Pip meets Estella at the first time 

 When Mrs. Joe and Uncle Pumblecock return from a shopping 

trip, they have a good news that Pip is to be sent to Miss Havisham’s to 

play cards with her daughter. In the next morning, Pip go to Miss 

Havisham’s and meets Estella, first. She is pretty and seems very proud. 

Miss Havisham orders Estella to play cards with Pip. 

“Let me see you play cards with this boy.” 

“With this boy! Why, he is a common laboring-boy!” 

“He calls the knaves, Jacks, this boy!” said Estella with 

disdain, before our first game was out. “ And what 
coarse hands he has! And what thick boots! ”(1861:57, 
chapter 8) 

 
 In the event above Pip experiences external conflict; he is insulted 

by Estella. She insults and criticizes Pip that he is a low social class and 

unrefined behavior. Pip begins to think that Estella is right and he starts 

to look at his own hands as something to be ashamed. He has coarse 

hands and thick boots. Because he is ashamed by Estella, he begins to 

think that he wants to be equal with her. 

4.1.2 Rising Action or Complication 

  The rising action or complication consists of four events. Those 

are Pip returns to Miss Havisham’s, Pip is accompanied Joe when he 

goes to Miss Havisham’s, Pip meets Mr. Jagger, and Pip goes to London. 
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“...that I should return every alternate day at noon for 
these purposes, and because I am now going to sum up a 
period of at least eight or ten months”... (1861:89, 
chapter 12) 

“Pip has earned a premium here, she said, and here it is. 
There are five and twenty guineas in this bag. Give it to 
your master, Pip.” (1861:95, chapter 13) 

There is already lodged in my hands, a sum of money 
amply sufficient for your suitable education and 
maintenance..”. (1861:130, chapter 18) 

“The Journey from our town to the metropolis, was a 
journey about five hours. It was a little past midday 
when I was a passenger, got into the ravel of traffic 
frayed out about the Cross Keys, Wood street, 
Cheapside, London. (1861:142, chapter 19). 

 
 I put those events as rising action or complication because, firstly, 

the open balance is broken, it implies by some conflicts that I find in 

this stage. Those conflicts will gradually develop to the crisis or 

climax, and it will continue to the major conflict in the climax. 

Secondly, the events introduce the characters (they have not already 

been introduced in the exposition) those are Mr. Jagger, Herbert, Mr. 

Wolpse 

a.  Pip returns to Miss Havisham’s 

After several years Pip returns to Miss havisham, but he does not 

run into the boy again. This time, the house seems full of people for 

waiting her but she sees him first. Miss Havisham once again asks him 

to play with Estella. By that time, Miss Havisham is bringing Estella to 

break Pip’s hearts. With Pip, Estella is obviously succeeding, who is 

continuing to be abused and insulted. 
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“ I insensibly fall into a general mention of this journey 
as numerous, because it was at once settled that I should 
return every alternate day at noon for these purposes, 
and because I am now going to sum up a period of at 
least eight or ten months”...”Break their hearts, my pride 
and hope, break their hearts and have no mercy!” 
(1861:89, chapter 12) 

 
In the event above shows that Pip now is old enough and he 

returns once again to Miss Havisham’s. It is evidence that he is still 

caring to Estella by playing cards with her although he is insulted by 

her. He will realize that he will be accepted by visiting Miss 

Havisham in eight to ten months. Pip also faces external conflict in the 

event above. He is continuing to be abused and insulted by Estella 

while she grows prettier and more a  part of his thoughts every day. 

b. Pip is accompanied Joe when he goes to Miss Miss Havisham’s 

The next day, Pip goes to Miss havisham and he is accompanied by 

Joe. Miss Havisham gives Joe five and twenty guineas for Pip’s service 

to her.  

“Pip has earned a premium here, she said, and here it is. 

There are five and twenty guineas in this bag. Give it to 

your master, Pip.” (1861:95, chapter 13) 

 The event above shows that Pip faces internal conflict. Pip is 

ashamed of his family because he is so low class and poor so he cannot 

have Estella.. He has ambition that he wants to leave the work as a 

blacksmith and wants to be a gentleman and rise in a society. It suggests 

that Pip is ambitious. 
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c. Pip meets Mr. Jagger 

Pip meets Mr. Jagger in a pub. Mr. Jagger explains that Pip is now 

has expectation. He gives Pip a large amount of money from mysterious 

benefactor. Fulfilling Pip’s dream, Mr. Jagger explains that Pip is to be 

brought up a gentleman. He will study to read, write, and expand his 

knowledge which will be tutored by Mr. Pocket. 

 “ And the communications I have got to make is that he 

has Great Expectations..There is already lodged in my 

hands, a sum of money amply sufficient for your 

suitable education and maintenance..”. (1861:130, 

chapter 18) 

 The event above shows that Pip has a great expectation to become a 

gentleman. He gets a lot of money from a mysterious benefactor. He 

hopes after he becomes a gentleman, Estella will approve him. He tries 

hard to read, write and expand his knowledge by Mr. Pocket. It suggests 

that Pip is persistent.  

d. Pip goes to London 

 After Pip gets some of money, he goes to London. In London, Pip 

lives in Bernard inn with Herbert. He compares with his last images of 

the marshes which ugly, crooked, narrow and dirty. During his time in 

London, Pip treats Joe as a peasant, and he begins to change into a 

snob, an arrogant and selfish person. 
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 “The Journey from our town to the metropolis, was a 
journey about five hours. It was a little past midday 
when I was a passenger, got into the ravel of traffic 
frayed out about the Cross Keys, Wood street, 
Cheapside, London. “It was not necessary to explain 
everywhere that I had come into a handsome property; 
but whenever I said something to that effect, it followed 
that the officiating tradesman ceased to have their 
attention diverted through the window, and concentrated 
his mind upon me” (1861:142, chapter 19).  

“ If I could have kept him away by paying money, I 
certainly would have paid money.”(1861:200, chapter 
27) 

 “As to his shirt-collar, and his coat-collar, they were 
perplexing to reflect upon – insoluble mysteries both. 
Why should a man scrape himself to that extent, before 
he could consider himself full dress? Why should he 
suppose it necessary to be purified by suffering for his 
holiday clothes?”(1861:204, chapter 27). 

 
 The event above shows that Pip faces internal conflict. He faces 

that conflict when he lives in London. He goes to London after 

inheriting some of money. In London, he lives in Bernard in with 

Herbert. In London, Pip’s behavior begins to change. He becomes 

arrogant. He shows his arrogances when he goes town to buy some new 

clothes and shoes. It is evidenced from the quotation of chapter19. It 

explains that even though Pip knows that he does not have to mention 

that he is now wealthy, he does anyway. He is taking advantage of his 

new social class and using it to get people to pay attention to him. Pip’s 

changes also shows when Joe visits Pip. Pip shows his selfishness 

because he disrespectful behavior toward Joe. He does not want anyone 

to see Joe and his common ways because pip is ashamed of Joe and his 

past. Besides that, Pip also shows his snobbishness to Joe. In the 

quotation of chapter 27, Pip snobs Joe that Joe is a blacksmith, a 
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common, uneducated man. He uses old clothes, his common clothes at 

home.  

4.1.3 Climax or Crisis 

 In the climax or crisis consists of two events. Those are Pip 

knows his benefactor and Pip goes to Satis House to confront Miss 

Havisham. 

“Yes, Pip, dear boy, I have made a gentleman on 
you!”...I put away money, only for you to spend. 
(1861:293, chapter 39) 

... “Mr. Jagger, said Miss Havisham, taking me up in a 
firm tone, had nothing to do with it, and knew nothing 
of it. His being my lawyer, and his being the lawyer of 
your patron..” (1861:328, chapter 44) 
 

 
 I put those events as the climax because the events and conflicts 

in the rising action reach its point of greatest emotional intensifies and 

those conflicts in the climax are the major conflicts of the story. 

a. Pip knows his benefactor 

One dark, stormy night, an old man enters Pip’s house and greets 

him, it is Pip’s convict. He introduces himself as Magwitch, and at 

first Pip does not understand what he is doing there. But, slowly, 

Magwitch reveals himself and makes known to Pip that he  is the 

secret benefactor not MissHavisham. Pip has a very odd reaction 

when he learns this information.  

“Yes, Pip, dear boy, I have made a gentleman on 
you!”...I put away money, only for you to spend. “If I 
had been attracted to him by the strongest admiration 
and affection, instead of shrinking away from him with 
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the strongest repignance; it could have been no worse. 
On the contrary, it would have been better, for his 
preservation would then have naturally and tenderly 
addressed in my heart” (1861:293-296, chapter 39) 
 
 

From the quotation above Pip faces internal conflict. Pip says 

that he does not feel greatful, and does not really care for the convict. 

Pip is very shock and does not believe that the convict is his benefactor. 

He is almost sure that Miss Havisham is his benefactor and he is meant 

to marry Estella. Pip is probably repulsed by his convict, since he is 

Pip’s benefactor. It suggests that Pip is unrealistic. 

b. Pip goes to Satis House to confront Miss Havisham 

After finding out his benefactor, Pip goes to Satis house to 

confront Miss Havisham. He is angry because he believes she lead him 

on for years and that he will eventually be with Estella. .  However, he 

recently finds out she is to marry Drummle. Miss Havisham claims that 

she never have an obligation to let him know, it is not her.  

“I have found out who my patron is. It is It is not a 
fortunate discovery... “Mr. Jagger, said Miss Havisham, 
taking me up in a firm tone, had nothing to do with it, and 
knew nothing of it. His being my lawyer, and his being 
the lawyer of your patron..”Is it not true, said I, that 
Drummle is in town here, and pursuing you? ” It is quite 
true, she replied, referring to him with the indifference of 
utter contempt. (1861:328-331, chapter 44) 
 
 

 In the quotation above explains that Pip finds his benefactor and 

he goes to Satis House to confront Miss Havisham. Miss Havisham is 

indifferent, claiming that she never  have an obligation to let him 

know. Pip then turns to Estella that he always loves her. But, she tells 
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that she will marry to Drummle. It is Pip’s internal conflict because he 

has a conflict of feeling about Estella.   

4.1.4 Falling Action 

 Falling action consist of one event. It is Pip helps Magwitch to 

escape London. 

“....We should then be well those long reaches below 
Gravesend, between Kent and Essex, where the river is 
broad and solitary...”(1861:397, chapter 54) 

 
 

 I put the event as the falling action because the event is much 

has intense than conflict in the crisis. Event the event leads the story to 

the resolution. 

a. Pip helps Magwitch to escape London 

 After Pip’s incident with Miss Havisham, Pip finds out that 

Compeyson wants to track Magwitch down and turn him. Pip is 

becoming tolerant of Magwitch and does not want to see Magwitch get 

hurt. Although Pip will not take Magwitch’s money, he realizes that 

Magwitch wants to help him and changes his life. Pip and Magwitch try 

to row a boat out of London after more people are closed to finding out 

about Magwitch. 

“I had taken care that the boat should be ready...Our 
palan was this. The tide. Beginning to run down at nine, 
and being with us ubtil three and row against it until 
dark We should then be well those long reaches below 
Gravesend, between Kent and Essex, where the river is 
broad and solitary...“I will never stir from your side,” 
said I, “When I am suffered to be near you. Please God, 
I will be as true to you have been to me!”(1861:397-
408,chapter 54) 
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 The quotation above shows that Pip’s attitude changes towards 

Magwitch. Pip is mainly focused on the safety of his benefactor and 

whether or not he will be recognized. Magwitch is captured and injures 

after killing Compeyson. Every day Pip visits Magwitch in the 

infirmary and his cell. Pip sits down next to the injured and exhausted 

Magwitch, and feels that he will stay by Magwitch’s side until his 

death. It suggests that Pip is caring. 

4.1.5 Resolution 

 The resolution consists of two events. Those are Pip is in debt and 

falls ill, Pip encounters Estella. 

“For, the tenderness of Joe was so beautifully 
proportioned to my need that I was like a child in his 
hands..I would half believe that all my life since the 
days of the fever was gone".(1861:426 chapter 57).  

...As I drew nearer, I saw it to be the figure of 
woman...Then, it faltered as if much surprised, and 
uttered my name, and I cried out:”Estella!”.(1861:441, 
chapter 59). 

 
 I put those events as a resolution because it is the final of all events 

and it becomes the outcome of the story. Here, the conflicts are solved. 

a. Pip is in debt and falls ill 

 Pip is able to learn from his experiences and not to be bitter. He 

faces many obstacle in his long journey of self-discovery, but 

eventually learns true value in people come from their heart, not from 

their social status or money. Pip becomes realistic that Joe is trully his 

benefactor and never ask for anything in return. Pip feels Joe’s affection 
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once again when Pip falls into a fever for nearly a month. Joe has been 

there the whole time, nursing him back to health. 

“For, the tenderness of Joe was so beautifully 
proportioned to my need that I was like a child in his 
hands. He would sit and talk to me in the old confidence, 
and with the old simplicity, and in the old unassertive 
protecting way, so that I would half believe that all my 
life since the days of the fever was gone".(1861:426 
chapter 57). 

 
 The quotation above explains that Pip is in debt and can not pay 

his rent. He becomes very ill and is delirious for a long time. While 

Pip is sick and helpless in Chapter 57, his relationship with Joe likes 

when he was a child. Joe cares for Pip's every need with joy and 

gentle, unconditional love until Pip is back to health. I conclude that 

Pip is realistic that Joe is his real benefactor. 

b. Pip encounters Estella. 

At the end of the story, Pip does not see Biddy or Joe in eleven 

years. He visits them and finally goes to Satis House. And there he 

meets Estella. She tells Pip that she has learned the feeling of 

heartbreak the hard way and now seeks his forgiveness for what she did 

to him. 

...As I drew nearer, I saw it to be the figure of 
woman...Then, it faltered as if much surprised, and 
uttered my name, and I cried out:”Estella!”...God bless 
you, God forgive you1”...”We are friends, said I, rising 
and bending over her, as she rose from the 
bench.”(1861:441-442, chapter 59). 
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The quotation above shows that Pip does not see Joe and Biddy in 

eleven years. When he returns home, he go to Satis House and he 

meets Estella. He never forget Estella, but he realizes that he really 

cannot have her, and no matter how much he loves her, none of that 

love will be given to him in return. Finally Pip and Estella become a 

friend. 

4.2   Pip’s Characteristics 

 There are some characteristics that possessed by pip as he reacts 

to each event and conflict. Here are his characteristics. 

4.2.1 Exposition 

a. Caring 

 When story begins, Pip is staring at the gravestones of his 

parents and his other siblings. Suddenly, he meets a convict, who 

escapes from the prison. The convict asks Pip to give him food and 

remove a file on his shackles. 

”You get me a file . And you get me wittless”.. “ I said that 
I would get him the file, and I would get him what broken 
bits of food I could, and I would come to him at the 
Battery, early in the morning.(1861:7-8, chapter 1)  

 
  The quotation above shows that Pip is caring. He helps he 

convict by giving the food and getting a file to remove his shackles.  
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b. Unambitious 

 Pip is presented as unambitious person because Pip’ family is 

a common one and they do not have a great of money. So, Pip 

always works at the forge as a blacksmith to help Joe and his life 

is surrounded with simplicity. 

“When I was old enough, I was to be apprenticed to Joe, 
and until I could assume that...I was favoured with the 
employment”.(1861:41, chapter1) 

 

From the quotation above Pip He is humble and does not care 

at all about what class he is in. His goal is only to be apprenticed 

as a blacksmith with his friend and Joe. It is only through a 

progressive life hidden by unfilled ambition. It suggests that Pip 

is unambitious. 

4.2.2 Rising Action or Complication 

a.  Caring 

In this stage, Pip shows that he is caring to Estella. He stiil 

returns to Miss Havisham’s. 

“ I insensibly fall into a general mention of this journey as 
numerous, because it was at once settled that I should 
return every alternate day at noon for these purposes, and 
because I am now going to sum up a period of at least eight 
or ten months”... (1861:89, chapter 12) 

 
In the event above shows that Pip now is old enough and he 

returns once again to Miss Havisham’s. It is evidence that he is still 
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caring to Estella by playing cards with her although he is insulted 

by her.  

b.  Ambitious 

The next day, Pip goes to Miss havisham and he is accompanied 

by Joe. Miss Havisham gives Joe five and twenty guineas for Pip’s 

servise to her.  

“Pip has earned a premium here, she said, and here it is. 
There are five and twenty guineas in this bag. Give it to 
your master, Pip.” (1861:95, chapter 13) 

 
The event above shows that Pip is ashamed of his family 

because he is so low class and poor so he cannot have Estella.. He 

has ambition that he wants to be a gentleman and rise in a society. It 

suggests that Pip is ambitious. 

c.  Persistent 

Pip meets Mr. Jagger in a pub. He gives Pip a large amount of 

money from mysterious benefactor. Fulfilling Pip’s dream, Mr. 

Jagger explains that Pip is to be brought up a gentleman. He will 

study to read, write, and expand his knowledge which will be tutored 

by Mr. Pocket. 

 “ And the communications I have got to make is that he 
has Great Expectations..There is already lodged in my 
hands, a sum of money amply sufficient for your suitable 
education and maintenance..”. (1861:130, chapter 18) 
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The event above shows that Pip has a great expectation to 

become a gentleman. He gets a lot of money from a mysterious 

benefactor. He hopes after he becomes a gentleman, Estella will 

approve him. He tries hard to read, write and expand his knowledge 

by Mr. Pocket. It suggests that Pip is persistent.  

d.   Arrogant 

In London, Pip’s behavior begins to change. He becomes 

arrogant. He shows his arrogances when he goes town to buy some 

new clothes and shoes.  

 “It was not necessary to explain everywhere that I had 
come into a handsome property; but whenever I said 
something to that effect, it followed that the officiating 
tradesman ceased to have their attention diverted 
through the window, and concentrated his mind upon 
me” (1861:142, chapter 19).  

 
The quotation above explains that even though Pip knows that 

he does not have to mention that he is now wealthy, he does anyway. 

He is taking advantage of his new social class and using it to get 

people to pay attention to him. 

e.  Selfish 

Pip’s changes also shows when Joe visits Pip. Pip shows his 

selfishness because he disrespectful behavior toward Joe. 

“ If I could have kept him away by paying money, I 
certainly would have paid money.”(1861:200, chapter 
27) 
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 He does not want anyone to see Joe and his common ways 

because pip is ashamed of Joe and his past. 

f.  Snobbish 

Besides that, Pip also shows his snobbishness to Joe. It is shown 

when they have a journey and they confront each other in London. 

“As to his shirt-collar, and his coat-collar, they were 
perplexing to reflect upon – insoluble mysteries both. 
Why should a man scrape himself to that extent, before 
he could consider himself full dress? Why should he 
suppose it necessary to be purified by suffering for his 
holiday clothes?”(1861:204, chapter 27). 

 

In the quotation of chapter 27, Pip snobs Joe that Joe is a 

blacksmith, a common, uneducated man. He uses old clothes, his 

common clothes at home.  

4.2.3 Climax or Crisis 

a.  Unrealistic 

One dark, stormy night, an old man enters Pip’s house and 

greets him, it is Pip’s convict. Magwitch reveals himself and makes 

known to Pip that he is the secret benefactor not Miss Havisham.  

“Yes, Pip, dear boy, I have made a gentleman on you!”...I 
put away money, only for you to spend” (1861:293-296, 
chapter 39) 

 
From the quotation above Pip faces internal conflict. Pip says 

that he does not feel grateful, and does not really care for the 

convict. Pip is very shock and does not believe that the convict is 
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his benefactor. He is almost sure that Miss Havisham is his 

benefactor and he is meant to marry Estella. It suggests that Pip is 

unrealistic. 

4.2.4 Falling Action 

a.  Caring 

After Pip’s incident with Miss Havisham, Pip finds out that 

Compeyson wants to track Magwitch down and turn him. Pip is 

becoming tolerant of Magwitch and does not want to see Magwitch 

get hurt.  

“I had taken care that the boat should be ready...Our palan 
was this. The tide. Beginning to run down at nine, and 
being with us ubtil three and row against it until dark We 
should then be well those long reaches below Gravesend, 
between Kent and Essex, where the river is broad and 
solitary...“I will never stir from your side,” said I, “When I 
am suffered to be near you. Please God, I will be as true to 
you have been to me!”(1861:397-408,chapter 54) 

 
The quotation above shows that Pip’s attitude changes towards 

Magwitch. Pip is mainly focused on the safety of his benefactor 

and whether or not he will be recognized. Magwitch is captured 

and injures after killing Compeyson. Every day Pip visits 

Magwitch in the infirmary and his cell. Pip sits down next to the 

injured and exhausted Magwitch, and feels that he will stay by 

Magwitch’s side until his death. It suggests that Pip is caring. 
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4.2.5 Resolution 

a.  Realistic 

Pip becomes realistic that Joe is trully his benefactor and never 

ask for anything in return. Pip feel Joe’s affection once again when 

Pip is in debt and falls into a fever for nearly a month. Joe has been 

there the whole time, nursing him back to health. 

“For, the tenderness of Joe was so beautifully proportioned 
to my need that I was like a child in his hands. He would sit 
and talk to me in the old confidence, and with the old 
simplicity, and in the old unassertive protecting way, so 
that I would half believe that all my life since the days of 
the fever was gone".(1861:426 chapter 57). 

The quotation above explains that Pip is in debt and can not pay 

his rent. He becomes very ill and is delirious for a long time. While 

Pip is sick, Joe cares for Pip's need with joy and gentle, 

unconditional love until Pip is back to health. I conclude that Pip is 

realistic that Joe is his real benefactor. 

4.3   Pip’s Charcteristics which Experience Development 

  Pip’s changes happen in the rising action and resolution . In the 

rising action, Pip changes into a bad person whereas in the resolution, Pip 

comes back into a kind person again. 

 Here are Pip’s characteristics that experienced development in the 

rising action.  

 First, Pip changes into an ambitious person. The event that represent 

Pip as ambitious person is when Pip goes to Miss havisham and he is 
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accompanied by Joe. In the exposition, Pip is described as an umbitious 

person because he does not care all about him and he will be a blacksmith. 

But he is insulted and Pip changes. Miss Havisham gives Joe five and 

twenty guineas for Pip’s service to her. Pip is ashamed of his family because 

he is so low class and poor so he cannot have Estella.. He has ambition that 

he wants to be a gentleman and rise in a society. Second, Pip changes into 

an arrogant person. Pip is described as an arrogant person when he goes 

town to buy some new clothes and shoes. He shows to the people that he is 

rich now. He is taking advantage of his new social class and using it to get 

people to pay attention to him. Third, Pip changes into a selfish person. Pip 

is described as a selfish person because he disrespectful behavior toward 

Joe. He does not want anyone to see Joe and his common ways because pip 

is ashamed of Joe and his past. 

 Fourth, Pip changes into a snobbish person. It is described when Pip 

and Joe have a journey and they confront each other in London. Pip snobs 

Joe that Joe is a blacksmith, a common, uneducated man. He uses old 

clothes, his common clothes at home.  

 In the resolution, Pip comes back into a kind person after he faces bad 

experiences. He becomes realistic that Joe is his real benefactor and he 

realizes that Estella never love him. And finally, they become a friend. 
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4.4   Pip’s Characteristics which do not Experience Development 

 Pip’s characteristic which does not experience development is a caring 

person. It can be seen in the exposition, rising action and falling action. In 

the exposition, Pip is caring to the convict by giving some food and getting 

a file to remove the iron on his leg. In the rising action, Pip is still caring to 

Estella by playing cards with her although he is insulted by her. And in the 

falling action, Pip is also caring to the convict. After Pip’s incident with 

Miss Havisham, Pip finds out that Compeyson wants to track Magwitch 

down and turn him. Pip does not want to see Magwitch get hurt. But,  

Magwitch is captured and injures after killing Compeyson. Every day Pip 

visits Magwitch in the infirmary and his cell. And he will stay by 

Magwitch’s side until his death.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


